
ONE-BLOCK WONDER 

 

Class Supply List: 

Book:  One-Block Wonder or One-Block Wonders Encore! chapters 1-2 

Rotary cutting mat preferably 24” x 36” 

Rotary Cutter 45 or 60* with new blade, you will be cutting through 6 layers of fabric at once so 
a new sharp blade is imperative for this project. 

Rulers:  60° Equilateral Triangle Ruler larger than 4” and a 6 ½” x 24 ½” ruler. 

Pins:  At least 12 flat Flower Head Pins that lay flat for pinning the 6 repeats together. You will 
have to lay your long ruler over them to cut strips so these pins need to lay flat. You will also 
need 100+ regular pins to keep the half-hexies pinned together before sewing them into vertical 
rows. 

Sewing Machine in good working order with size 12 needle and ¼” foot or tape to mark a ¼” 
seamline. 

A flannel tablecloth or a 1-2 yard piece of flannel will work fine for class and another piece of 
fabric of equal size, to arrange, cover and roll up blocks on to take home.  A design wall or 
flannel tablecloth pinned to a wall will serve well for working on this full size project at home. 

Thread to blend with fabric background for both top and bobbin. 

Fabric:  

Choose a FABRIC with a large scale print that has 2 or more colors and a 24” repeat is preferred. 
You will get a much larger variety of blocks with this size repeat, so I am going to assume 
everyone is using this size. If not, please refer to the yardage chart on page 9 of the book, One-
Block Wonders Encore or another OBW book. 

6 - 24" repeats = 4 yards+1/8-1/4 yd extra for a fudge factor. If using panels you may want to get 
an extra panel for the center front or back of quilt or binding (4 yards = 6 – 24” repeats) should 
yield 108-114, 6” hexagon blocks. 

So you’ll need 4 2/3 to 5 yards of a 24” repeat Fabric to make a nice size lap quilt or a twin if 
borders are added. Double these yardage repeats for 2 sets if you are wanting to make a larger 
bed quilt. 

Contact info: 

Ree Moffitt… cell/text  907-232-5902 

email:  quiltaholic_ak@yahoo.com 


